State-of-the-art binary code analysis tools
About Us

Our Story
Founded in 2005, privately held, Belgium based, Hex-Rays SA focuses on the development of fast, stable, and robust binary analysis tools for the IT security market and is independent of governmental agencies and stock market pressure.

Our Philosophy
At Hex-Rays, we work hard to develop the topnotch software that brings you the reliability, convenience and ease of use you require.
We cherish innovation to stay at the forefront and establish the future of the binary analysis field.
Besides the world-renowned IDA Pro, Hex-Rays offers other products and training to enhance IDA experience and extend users' range of choices.

**IDA Pro**
**Hex-Rays Decompiler**
**IDA Home**
**IDA Training Courses**

As the leader in the field of binary analysis, we have all the reasons to be present in the arsenal of our users, for software disassembly and debugging, to strengthen their capabilities in cybersecurity.
IDA Pro is a mature and extremely versatile software. It is the flagship product of Hex-Rays with excellent quality performance on all standard platforms: MS Windows, Linux, Mac OS X both in GUI and console modes, and is compatible with more than 60 processors. IDA Pro has become the defacto standard for the analysis of hostile code, vulnerability research and commercial off-the-shelf software validation.

IDA Pro comes with different types of licenses: Named, Computer, Floating and Educational license to suit businesses' different scales and needs.
The unique Hex-Rays Decompiler, which has been developed in response to the need of hundreds of IDA users, is the fruit of more than twenty years of proprietary research. Thanks to the speed and scalability of its core algorithms, Hex-Rays does not merely break new ground in the well-known C/C++ decompilation problem: it lays foundations for future developments in the field of binary analysis. Hex-Rays also expands the power and flexibility of its decompiler through the addition of several new algorithms and by offering an SDK as part of its package.
Launched in May 2020, IDA Home makes our top-notch software more accessible to professional reverse engineering hobbyists, students and the occasional private users. Based on the same engine with Hex-Rays’ flagship product IDA Pro, IDA Home integrates a local or gdbserver debugger with a powerful IDAPython scripting and enables analysis for both 32 and 64 bits applications while still can cover the most common processors (PC, ARM, M68k, MIPS and PPC). IDA Home can be purchased with a named license for an annual subscription of 365$ only.
Hex-Rays organises regularly trainings and seminars that comprise both theoretical and practical sections for IDA users to acquire deeper understanding of the concepts and methods within IDA. All tasks and training sessions are prepared and provided by the experts behind IDA. Two classes are offered for users’ different learning purposes: Standard Training and Advanced Training.

In 2020 due to COVID 19 IDA Training Course was organized ONLINE for the first time and took place from 14 18 December. More than 20 software engineers, cybersecurity professionals from the top security teams spent 40 hour long on the 2 classes and got their great experience with IDA and the experts behind IDA.

“Excellent opportunity to watch “behind the shoulder” of IDA expert(s) as they show the capabilities of the program.
Excellent coverage of the features of IDA and importantly how to apply them.
This is the best place to learn the internals of IDA.”
Hex-Rays is thankful for having an excellent customer base, ranging from hermit private users to Fortune 500 corporations and three-letter agencies.

For all of your clients and potential clients, I can solidly say that IDA Pro and an ongoing support contract with Hex-Rays is money well spent!

Technical accuracy, expertise of the staff and response time are all so far above the industry gold standard that I can say it’s probably #1 in the entire industry.
Hex-Rays corporates with a global network of partners who enhance our product deliveries and supports. By 2020, Hex-Rays has partnered with 30+ leading software vendors worldwide. These strategic partnerships form the basis for higher-quality service and product availability.

On the other hand, the premium IDA Pro and its Hex-Rays Decompiler leverage our partners' existing portfolio of reverse engineering technologies and cybersecurity solutions.

We believe that our strategic partnership program enable new opportunities in the sales pipelines and generate new revenue streams for our partners.

Our Partners
Contact Us

www.hex-rays.com

Sales & Licensing: sales@hex-rays.com

Technical Support: support@hex-rays.com